
Description of disposable PE shoe covers:

1.Directly manufacturer, disposable shoe covers, any colors.

2,ISO,CE, good barrier to fluid, PP,PE,CPE

3.Capacity: 200,000pcs/day, 1*40HQ can be finished within 10-15 days;

4. OEM packing design, service in 24 hours. 

5.Color: blue or any color u choose

6.Size:38x15cm,40x15cm,41x17cm…..

Product Features of disposable PE shoe covers:

1.  Light weight, convenience, flexible, economical, soft , Fluids resistant

2.Scoring resistance,wearability,Less fallout,Water absorption

4.Mainly use for cleaning plant,household,office,reception room,electronic factory and so on.CPE shoe cover 

are more useful  to maintain clean.

5.Disposable CPE shoe covers are using CPE new materials, clear lines, with a certain degree of anti-

skid effect. We have many years of experience in the production of disposable CPE shoe covers.

Application of disposable PE shoe covers:

1.Disposable shoe cover mainly use for hospital clinical medical and patients ,dust free work shop ,food factory.

2.Disposable shoe cover widely use household to protect the room cleaning.

3. Mainly use for protect the dust and water for household, cleanroom etc.

Specification disposable PE shoe covers：

Item Name Disposable PE shoe covers / overshoes
Type: Machine-made or sewing
Material PE1.5-6g
Weight   1.5-6g
Color Blue, white, etc.
Size:   38x15cm,40x15cm,41x17cm…..
Packing: 100pcs/bag, 2000pcs/ctn
Applications Household, hotel, electronics factory, pharmaceutical factory , hospital and other cleaning work environment
Daily output 200,000 pcs/day
Payment terms T/T, PayPal, Western union, L/C,D/A,D/P,ESCROW,
Delivery time Capacity: 200,000pcs/day, 1*40HQ can be finished within 10-15 days;
Certificate CE / ISO13485
FOB port Wuhan/Shanghai/Ningbo/Guangzhou

Pictures of disposable PE shoe cover:



FAQ:
1.How to make an inquiry?
Pls tell us the material, size, quantity of product you need, as well as your preferred delivery method. We welcome
 first time buyers. Simply send us pictures of the articles you need us to provide or tell us of your requirements. 
We can provide you with comparable or even higher quality goods.

2.How to request sample merchandise?
A.After confirming your desired product, you can request samples. We invite you to check the quality.
B.If you want a standard (unlabeled, unmarked) sample, we will send at no cost to you, save for shipping. After 
confirming your order, the sample’s freight cost will be deducted from your total cost.
C.If you need to change product size or any others specifications, email us details of those changes (preferably in
 pictures). We can renegotiate cost.

3.Could you do the design for me?
That is our goal! We would like to design according to your ideas and information. Small changes can be made 
for free. However, large design changes will incur an extra fee.

4.What is the usual shipping time?
The shipping time is usually 3 to 5 working days by express or air, and 15 to 30 days by sea.



5.What are the payment terms?
We accept T/T(PayPal for small orders, Company account for regular orders), L/C at sight.
For established customers, we can discuss the L/C (extension of credit time) or DP payment, or other payment 
terms.


